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One dead after On the air
shooting near
downtown bar
.

Victim dies an
hour later at nearby
hospital as police
search for suspect

about 15 yards to the entrance
of Toons, a downtown bar, and
collapsed in the doorway.
"I’ve never seen anyone leak
blood before," said a waitress at
Toons, who wished not to be
named.
The shooting caught passersBy Terri K. Milner
by by surprise.
Man:winglitiir
"I couldn’t tell whether or not
’Flu, suspect in a fatal shoot- he got shot, but he had blood
ing if c SA11 Jose resident pooling around his head," said
Ivo Austin, a SJSU biology
’Mom
night is still at large.
major who had been planning
The 23 -year-old
victim,
on going to Toons.
55 hose name Is being withheld
"I didn’t hear a gunshot. It
!limn noilfiemmn of his next of
when I first got
ssa <Mit in the chest at was weird,
these people were just
lit 26 pill
the light rail sta- there all
tion at East Santa Clara and standing around. It wasn’t like
South Second Streets, accord- someone got shot," he said.
Upon police arriving at the
Ing to San Jose
Police
scene, the area was cordoned off
I), part fluent
I It titer
John
and the victim, transported by
Tsso goss got into an argu- American Medical Response,
ment alai it escalated into a died at 11:30 p.m.
"The victim was taken to
ofisAcAl Altercation." Carillo
nil. i,1 them had a gun, Columbia San Jose Medical
Center where he succumbed to
he. pulled it out and shot the his injuries," Carillo said.
other man in the chest. Carillo said SJSU students
the 11111(1111W11 suspect fled
II, %lentil then walked
See Shooting, page 10

Max Becherer/Spathin

Pr

Todd James expresses his thoughts on the up coming movie with Demie Moore entitled "G I Jane" during the weekly
movie review and news show "Celluloiti dreams" which he co -host with Tim Siko The show airs from 5 p m to 6 pm every
Monday on the SJSU radio station KSJS.

Woman attacked Campus radio show gives air-play,
while on campus tribute to art, experience of film
By Kim Skislniek
Elitirtainite tit editor
III1,11(TI.S4111
rape
attempt MI 1111. north side of’
tad ley Nloorhead Hall on
August Ti Ims the San Jose
State
l"niversity
Police
Department onding message’s
it safety and reas-orance to the
campus commilllity
I rig Ili the I.T1), a San
Jose woman was approached by
a Hispanic male as she walked
hilifil
from work on San
Fernando Street at approximatch, 9
p ui The suspect
vial sexual comments
made
IF:
Ile then slapped the
is
tic iii- face and they struggled The woman freed herself
And ran awas The suspect also
fled. takins; the victim’s purse.
"I would tend to call this a

sexual assault because that was
the obvious intent behind it,"
UPD Cpl. Mark Swineford said.
The sexual nature of the suspect’s comments indicate he
would have raped the victim if
she had not escaped, he said.
Swineford said it is possible
the suspect was intoxicatedby
either alcohol or drugs. There
have been no similar incidents
near campus. The victim’s
name has not been released
because the case is still under
investigation.
Sex crimes are very rare at
SJSU, said UPD Cpl. Tim
Villarica. There were four sexual assaults and four rapes on
campus in 1995 and seven sexual assaults and two rapes in
1996. When compared to the

Weekly radio
show DJs share
their love for film
with talk radio.
By Aaron Williams
Senior Staff Writer
Todd James is a movie nut.
So is Tim Sikd
It’s no wonder that their
"Celluloid
show
radio
Dreams" on KSJS 90.5 has
become an underground hit.
The show is a tribute to the
art of movies and the moviegoing experience.
James and Sika along with
producer Larry Jakubecz
have transformed a movie

review program into what has
been voted the best public
affairs program on KSJS.
The weekly show, which
airs Mondays from 5 to 6 p m ,
started in May 1996 as an
outgrowth of Jakubecis radio
show "PrimeAudio Soup."
James was a frequent guest
on the show, doing movie
reviews for the science fiction
and fantasy -based program.
The idea for "Celluloid
Dreams," originally called
"Matinee," came from James
and was intended to be a loose
free-form discussion about all
aspects of movies. He and
Jakubecz took an interview of
Ian Hart from the film
"Michael Collins" tend played
it along with some reviews of

currently playing movies
Sika. who has been friends
with Jakubecz since 1979.
was involved behind the
scenes from the beginning
and got in front of the microphone after only the third
show
Since then Sika, who had
no previous broadcast ing
experience. WilS off and runili h
and
James
ning
Jakubecz sas he is the driving
force behind t ht. show Ile
now spends anywhere from 30
to 40 hours a weeks booking
guests, conducting interviews,
writing scripts and writing
thank you notes to the guests
"We try to get the. audionce.
to remember why the.y lose
films and why they go.- said

James during .,
-11tIvk "W ciii cit"
and things I ike th.it
.1
real is ;ire the- 1;1-t
things around
Sika said their --Loss
the. people %s hit
sarily want the. si- ’
Ebert" style ,I.%11.\\
He said !het,
give. ever’, :is oi.i
111.11,’

and

equal time., not
get films
Itl.111,11
"We like. to
Indic independent .ind
I .1,(1
films MI the’ -1)1M,
ts
"WP cover inst
tIong to do V. Ti ....I..
11;0.1’

-.1.1/111(i

AMU?

IC

I
11111,0

See Celluloid pogo lo

See Attack page 10

Rapist at large; campuses stress personal safety
Suspect Description
Black male
Age: 26 to 30 years old
? Height: 5’ 10"
Weight:180 pounds
The suspect has a
medium complexion
and a muscular build.
Oakland Police deportment
(510) 238-3426

By Kim Skolnick
Entertainment Editor
With the recent it
on women
at several East Bay college campuses,
university efliirts
educate. students
about personal safety have. swung into
full gear
University police officers arid safety
officials at the University of California,
Berkeley, Califiernia State University.
Hayward and Chabot College in
Hayward are paying special attention
to students’ safety concerns
Thirteen attacks have been linked
to one suspect and a possible copycat
because of similarities in method 10 of
the victims were robbed, eight were
sexually assaulted, four were finTibly
raped and in all attacks the assailant

wort. father it ski or animal mask
Two attacks uccurred at Chabot
Collue.e. and two ;it Cal State Hayward
An August 20 attack on Telegraph Hill
in Berkelev took place two blocks from
the. 1.’(’ Berkeley CallIptlIS
"Educating student.: is an ongoing
job," said Cant Bill Cooper of’ the re
Berkeley P. whet. Department At the
beginning of the. school year there is
alWay’. a rush to get safety information
to students, ho said
"We’re. into education is a prevention teall." said Tiye Scott, manager of
canine,. safety programs at IT
Berkeley While Sceat ’s office is prepar
ing for UC Berkeley’s new semester as
it always does, there has been greatei
walk-in traffic and more requests from
campus organizations for safety pre-

sentations and put icip.0 ion
educa
norm’ panels. 011.
According to Suit. thi. lioightealuei
awareness in selies hii.
because. cci the.
,tgAitist
women at East 11.is ei/1111:1 I
it,
;end parks be.gioning
"It bloke.
thai it tAke, -mew
,,..
thing like. the. tii
%%hat 141. have’ Ili nth....
oti ed 1’1
Berkeley in is
ati ’,cell and -hut
Ile service ;ind recommend- %% Alkyl stick to designated us .ilk ome, %s hit)
are better lighted than iittiet paths :it
night
Thl.

III Its

I

ts ’Morin dom iii tsj
dents and facolts .0 the lo coming ol
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s take.
Set‘ Safety. page 9
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Societal strides needed when dealing with rape
recent sexual assaults
The
in the East Bay have
brought back memories
that I thought were long since
dead and buried.
When I was about 8 or 9
years old one of my friends was
raped and decapitated. My
memories of the time after it
happened are murky.
I didn’t fully understand
what was going on. All I knew
was that the adults whispered
and prayed a lot and that my
friend would never come out

and play Double Dutch again.
The man who brutally murdered my friend was never
caught. I used to have nightmares about a faceless man
watching me as I played.
In my dreams he watched
me and waited for the chance to
pounce and do the same things
to me that he had doneto my
friend. Those nightmares have
returned recently
because
there’s a serial rapist on the
loose and because I know that
matters haven’t gotten any bet-

didn’t you underter for women in the
stand?"
14 years since my
I don’t care if a
friend’s death.
woman is buttWe’ve come a long
naked and sitting
way since the days
on a man’s lap,
when women had to
when she says
"grin and bear it" but
stop, that’s what he
long
we still have a
should do. Even if
way to go. Women
"no" is said in a
are still accused of
teasing manner. It
teasing their attack- GENOA BARROW may be hard, no
ers to the point of no
pun intunded, but
control. That’s bullshit.
there really is no other option.
No means no. Like those A few fleeting moments of pleacommercials say, "Which part sure isn’t worth being branded

a rapist.
What I learned from that
you
earlier experience was
don’t talk about rape. My views
have changed over the years.
While I do believe that those
who don’t speak out and speak
up only perpetuate the situation, I understand that it’s
hard, especially when it has
touched you personally.
I’ve often heard rape survivors say they feel "raped a
second time" when medical
examiners collect evidence and

Editorial

When an issue affects you, do some research
find out how and why the issue arose. Find out
what you can do to help find a solution. If you hear
that there will be cuts to financial aid, find out
what can be done to avoid them. Don’t wait until
your check doesn’t come in the mail to protest. It’ll
be too late.
When something at SJSU disturbs you, speak
out on it.
We don’t expect all students to become campus
activists, arguing any and all causes. We understand that many live outside San Jose. we are after
all, a commuter campus. But college is more than
just taking classes. It’s learning about the world,
meeting people from different walks of life and
challenging our minds.
"Commuter" doesn’t have to mean apathetic.
Were not asking every student to get involved
with student government. All we want is for students to give a damn about the things that affect
their success at San Jose State University. We
don’t think that’s too much to ask. Do you?

Ri6ING11DE.

Los Angeles gains rival in smog game

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion
page with Letter to the Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to so iesue or paint
of View that has appeared in the Spartan Daily
A CRMI)011 Viewpoint is 450-word essay on current campus, political or social issues.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions mud
contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature
and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to
(408)924-3237 or mailed to the Spartan Duly Opinion Editor, School
of Journalism and Mose Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Joe’, CA 98192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the comments of, the
Spartan Daily editor% ’tot the daft
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.

to remedy the problem. Despite
Jose took a giant leap closSan
er to my hometown a week
Northern California’s pure air professing, the Bay area exceeded the
ago. Now, as I take a deep,
level 17 times in the last two
calming breath on this first day of
school, I can almost taste Los
years.Now, it’s up to San Jose to
Angeles as the air fills my lungs:
take hurried steps to
quite litthe Bay area has failed to meet
erally clean up its act.
clean-air standards.
The Bay area is insisting that
I made the 400-mile move north
the smog problem rests not with
industries, but with cars. Despite
a year-and-a-half ago, and, being
this, the nine counties bordering
your fairly average white girl, I
have never experienced as much
the San Francisco Bay that fell out
discrimination as I have being a
of clean air compliance are now
Southern Californian living in
lagging as Los Angeles did years
Northern California.
ago on taking positive clean air
I’ve heard the contempt in people’s voices strides.
as they mimic my melodic speech pattern
The California Air Resources Board,
formed on the beaches of Los Angeles County appointed by Gov. Pete Wilson, has the final
and I’ve argued more times than I care to say-so on whether to put Bay area care
remember the merits of Southern California through a more rigorous smog exam, but will
most likely not make their decision for anothover Northern California.
But one recurrent theme plagues such er year.
debates: "So. Cal.,* people say, using the term
Another year seems like an inordinate
I refuse to recognize, "has way too much amount of time to fix a problem that has persmog."
sisted for two years already and for which the
It was with an ironic smile, then, that I source has apparently been determined.
learned that the Bay area, after a 40-year
The Bay area better jump start their clean
strong war on smog and having piously air policies soon or else, sitting on San Jose
declared itself to be the largest urban region State University’s campus on this first day of
in the nation in compliance with smog levels school, surrounded by palm trees and covered
had to renege on its self-appointed title.
by a layer of smog, I won’t need to spend $60
It’s not that I relish the idea of living in a to fly on Southwest Airlines to get to Los
haze-filled environment, but I’m sick of Los Angeles...I’ll be there already.
Angeles being pigeon -holed as the armpit of
dirty air.
Terri K Milner is the Spartan Daily
The federal standard since 1979 has stated
Managing Editor. Her column will appear
that if an area exceeds the regulations for
every Wednesday.
clean air three times in three years then rules
must be put in place by the local government
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Insanity. That’s what ninny people have
termed the search for affordable housing in
this, "oh so posh," Silicon Valley.
The search for a reasonably-priced apartment, home or condo is difficult for all who
choose to give this area a test-drive as their
permanent home.
A recent opinion
article written for the
San Jose Mercury
News by Vic Victorino,
executive vice president of the Lockheed
Martin Corp., said that
employers are seeking
solutions for the housing woes of employees
looking to settle into KIMBERLY LAMKE
their first home.
According to Victorino, 19 out of 20 executives offered employment in this area reject the
opportunities due to the lack of affordable housing available to them here.
Victorino wrote that by working together the
people of Silicon Valley can solve the housing
problems for the executives in this area.
Well, that’s sounds great for executives, but
Victorino missed something. Besides Silicon
Valley becoming the mecca for young executives of the computer industry, it is already the
home of three large universities.
Who, if not the students at Santa Clara and
Stanford and SJSU, would be more interested
in finding better ways to provide affordable
housing for the young, potentially successful
crowd?
Students, while not a huge of a consideration
while in school due to their lack of financial
"liquidity," will become the majority of the population affected by the lack of affordable housing in the near future.
Current college students will eventually be
those executives at the bottom of the financial
ladder, looking to climb up. If the rungs on that
ladder are too steep, they’ll go where the climb
is easier.
The politicians and business persons of this
Valley should pay closer attention to the concerns of university students in this area before
it is too late. Help from the companies in this
area should be in the form of more affordable
housing for students now, as well as down the
road.
By providing students decent, affordable
housing to live in while attending school, could
prevent building frustrations among the crowd
they’ll attempt to hire one day.
Kimberly Lamke is the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor. Her regular column will
appear every other Friday.

Dangers abound for CSUMB students

One Washigton Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149
(408) 924-3280 F -moil: SDAILY(n)(mc.sjsu.edu

EDITORIAL

Genoa Barrow is the
Spartan Daily Executive
Editor. Her regular column
will appear every Monday.

Affordable student
housing needs help
of local industries

average SJSU student doesn’t give a damn
The
about what happens on campus.
In March we almost lost a valuable student service. The Transit Access Program (TAP) allows
&1St students to ride Valley Transit Authority
buses and light rail for free. The service is paid for
through student fees and saves students over$300 a
semester. Measure F, which asked for a $6 increase,
was put to a vote in the last AS election. Although
thousands take advantage of the program everyday,
only 1,199 voted to keep it. All students now pay
$23.50.
In May, the AS board agreed to give $5,000, generated from student fees, to West Valley College’s
student government for legal fees. While the plan
was later scrapped, no one said a thing. In the
same month, the AS voted to "kill" the Program
Board, signaling an end to many cultural events on
campus. There was no student protest.
The student voice is going unheard. If students
in control of policies and
remain silent, officials
take that silence to mean we’re not
programs
concerned and we all lose. Students must speak

wondered what I would do if I
was raped that situation. Is it
worth it to tell? Will people
believe my story? All I know is
that I’ll be graduating in a year
and my friend, who I loved like
a sister, won’t be around to
experience it with me.

’,haw

Maws Sean 408 924 3280 Fax 406 924 3282 Advertising 408 924 3270 Spartan Daily (USPS1509-480) is
published every school day for (lull academic year) $25 and IsemesMr) $15 Periodic postage paid at San
Jos and additional mailing (dikes Mail subscriptions accepted on remainder of semester basis POSTMASTER Send address dumpye to the Spartan Daily. San Jose State University. One Washington Square.
San Jose. CA. 95192-0149.

brother and sister students
Our
attending California State
University, Monterey Bay are
in grave danger! They have been
placed in an unsafe environment on
the former Fort Ord army training
base.
Fort Ord was declared a superfund
site by the Environmental Protection
Agency before it was closed by the
U.S. Army to save money. It is now
being prepared for civilian use.
Fort Ord is full of unexploded ordnance (bullets, assorted artillery
rounds, grenades, flares) and the
U.S. Army has no idea where it all is.
As if that wasn’t enough, the U.S.
Army is creating a hazardous waste
dump less than half a mile from the
CSUMB student housing. The U.S.
Army is collecting soils contaminated
by military operations over the 70year life of the base, and mixing them
together on a landfill. The landfill

Saito,

’parte& sally
Ono mashingtee Aquas.
OSA J000.

CA 131,1-014,

136
already has created a toxic plume
that has caused more than six water
supply wells to be closed.
The U.S. Army is bringing lead
contaminated sand from the former
rifle ranges and sifting lead from the
sand on a hill overlooking CSUMB
housing. These operations are often
carried out under windy conditions,
blowing the sand directly over the
student housing.
They also want to remove the
unexploded ordnance to a depth of
only four feet from the lands to be
turned over to CSUMB. According to
CSUMB vice president for administration, Hank Hendrickson, this
removal level would expose 602 peo-

ple to unexploded ordnance each
year.
An independent study commissioned by the California Higher
Education
Policy
center
said
California’s greed for new property
led to a hasty, dangerous decision,
establishing a university that will be
very expensive to operate.
This is an outrage! I urge all students in the CSU system to write
their national and state representatives and senators to eliminate this
criminally negligent situation. Also:0
urge students to write the CSU
Chancellor’s office and Gov. Pete
Wilson about this situation.
Ed Oberweiser
Journalism

A
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TAP gives
students
"free" rides
has increased since the start of
the TAP program. In 1993, 5.1
percent of SJSU students used
As hundreds of San Jose public transportation. Since
State
University
students then, that number has almost
scramble to find limited park- doubled
ing spaces, others have chosen a
Elaine Chain, a customer
less complicated and inexpen- service representative for the
sive option public transportaTransportation
Valley
tion.
Authority said there has been a
According to the Office of drastic inc-ease of calls from
Institutional Research, an esti- students wanting to know bus
mated 10 percent of students and light rail schedules and
are currently taking advantage routes to downtown San Jose.
of a mass transit program being
"I think this interest in
provided by the campus. The transportation alternatives is
Transit Access (TAP) Program due to the fact that parking is
has provided students with a becoming less available to [stuservice that could help alleviate dents)," Chain said.
SJSU’s traffic
Although
woes.
the use of pubA fee of
lic transporta$23.50 is paid
tion among stufor by all students
has
dents through
increased, De
fees
each
Alba said a lot
semester.
of things still
During
the
need to be done
March
electo get the mestions,
SJSU
sage
across.
students voted
The AS has used a number of
to impose a $6 increase in the mediums, such as newspaper
fees for the TAP program. The advertisement and public preprogram provides students with sentations, to promote more
unlimited access to all Santa awareness fir the program.
Clara public transportation
"It’s a challenge every semessuch as light rail and buses. In ter to do a lot more advertising
comparison, non-students must and marketing of the program
pay $35 a month. Each semes- because every semester we have
ter, &NU students are sent new 20 to 30 percent more students
transit access stickers in the enrolled," De Alba said. "We
mail.
have to make sure that we get
Associated
Students to those students and that they
Executive Director Alfonso De are made aware) that this proAlba said there are benefits in gram ex ist s."
using the TAP program
Th e re we’re
"One incenreported
tive is that lstu- "Students are
rumors that the
dents’
don’t
program a;most
have to py for going to see how
failed to pass
parking. A sec- hard it’s going to
during the last
nod incentive is
election.
De
parking conges- be to get on camAlba strongly
tion," De Alba
denies
these
said. ’Students Pus the first day of claims.
are going to see
"The
first
on a
how hard its classes and
times that this
was
going to be to daily basis. Traffic program
get on campus
voted on, it
the first day of congestion takes
passed by 68
classes and on a
percent.
The
a
lot
of
a
studaily
basis.
second
time
Traffic conges- dent’s time."
that it was
tion takes a lot
voted on, it
of a student’s
passed by 78
time."
Alfonso De Alba percent and the
&NU busitime that
A.S. Executive Director third
major
ness
it was voted on,
Tamara Tran
it passed by
said that more students should 77.8 percent," De Alba said. "By
take advantage of the service.
far, this is the most popular pro"I don’t understand why peo- gram here on campus."
ple still feel that driving a car is
St ii dents who don’t use the
the only way to get to school," service have a diffi.rent view.
Tran said, who uses her TAP They resent having to pay the
access sticker privleges every $23.50 fee
semester. "Taking the light rail
"It’s not fair that students
is so much better because you who don’t want to use public
don’t have to stress about traffic transportation have to pay for
and finding a parking space"
David
said
fees,"
these
According to surveys con- Henderson, an SJSU engineerducted by the SJSU Office of ing major. "I think that each
Institutional Research, rider- individual student should have)
ship of public transportation the right to choose whether or

By Melanie Balangue
Staff Writer

Charles Slay/ Spartan Daily
A student passes by one of the 140 blue light phones on campus that provide a direct link to the University Police Department.

light phones equal saftey

Blue
By Dona Nichols
Staff Writer

The blue light phones located campus -wide serve as a
beacon to students seeking
safety.
There are more than 140 of
these phones on the &NU
campus which are connected
directly to the University
Police Department. Anyone on
campus can use the blue light
phones in emergency situations or to call for a UPI)
escort. For emergency situations, UPI) tries to respond to
blue light phone calls within
one minute. For escorts, the
response time is about five
minutes.
"Use the blue lispt phones
to call in anything suspicious
not they want this service."
Although De Alba said he
sympathizes with students who
share Henderson’s view, he feels
that for the most part the feedback he is getting is supportive
of the TAP program. De Alba
said that if students are discontent and no longer want the service, they are encouraged to
vote.
The TAP program is voted on
every semester so that the fees
as well as the conditions of the
agreement with the transportation authorities can be adjusted
to fit the need of SJSU students.
"It’s a matter id democracy;
the students decide," De Alba
said. "My role is to do what the)
consensus wants."
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or anything that piques your
curiosity causing concern,"
said Detective Tim Villarica,
who’s been with UPD for more
than eight years. "Don’t walk
and stare at the ground drifting off into never, never land."
Every building at SJSU is
equipped with a blue light
phone, typically at least one on
each floor. The phones are also
scattered outside buildings
and throughout the campus
near all walkways.
The blue light phones are
also on every level of all the
parking structures, located at
either end of the central wall
in the Seventh Street garage,
near the ramps on each floor
of the 10th Street garage and
at’ eachend of the Fourth

Street garage.
Even though the blue light
phones have been in operation
at SJSU fir 25 years, many
students have never seen a
need for them until now.
"I’ve been attending classes
on Thursday nights for several
years and I’ve never used the
blue light phones," said liberal
studies
major
Stephanie
Kaplan. "With the rapes happening at so many nearby
schools, I will definitely use
the escort system now."
Nursing student Jessica
Hancher said if she aces
attacked, her first reaction
wouldn’t be to use the phone,
it would be to flee. Hancher
said if she stopped and the
phones didn’t work, the

don’t believe
everything
you feel.
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results would he disastrous.
Villarica tells students to
err on the side of caution,
advising that they make a
note of where the blue light
phones are located in and
around the buildings where
they attend classes.
According to Villarica, there
have been very few incidents
when the phone system didn’t
work. If this happens, students should stay near that
particular phone until a UPI)
officer arrives. Even when the
phone seems dead. UPD can
see that something is wrong.
"We will respond to every
blue light phone call," said
S’illarica. who advises students to stay. near the phone
until help arrives.
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Caret addresses faculty about SJSU’s future
By herin
-.1 all Vriter

ectem on

Jose State University is moving
the right direction. but there are still
problem areas requiring attention, said
President Robert Caret in a speech to
0 it faculty and staff on Monday
Caret announced that SJSU expected
I o exceed its target for enrollment this
y,.ir and projected that enrollment
th fir the next d cc ida aat remain
solid. lie ;also announced that SJSU had
inade it into the annual university rankings of U.S. Nest- and World Report,
placing eighth in the western states in
cultural diversity
Last year, Caret established a
Campus Climate Advisory Committee to
explore ways to improve the cultural
diversity and user -friendliness of the
campus. Its report. completed in
January. is to be distributed and implemented this year Caret’s vision of an
enhanced campus climate includes many
ideas promoting campus diversity
through recruitment .and hiring of a
diverse wi rkforce. alfliSion of diversity
Otto the curriculum by way of new study
programs and diversity and sensitivity
training for faculty and staff. During his
-rwech. Caret presented figures showing
s-ISU ranking eighth in the nation in
aw.irding bachelor’s degrees to minorities based on data front the 1995-9fi
school year.
"We’re serving :is a lab bar the rest of
the natien," Canq stud of his diversity
mitiative. lie wants SJSU to be the
Ellis Island of higher education."
()scar Battle, a Campus Climate
Advisory Committee member, praised
the work if the committee and Carets
intention to implement changes. "There’s
a feeling if inclusion in the process," he
Sall

itt

Can.t gave a report on the continuing
c.insohdation and reduction of campus
academic programs. The university’s
recent downward enrollment trend had
resulted in a loss of some state funding,
w Inch the school now seeks to have
restored in light of the enrollment
increase I ritil that happens, said Caret,
the school must find way.s to save money.

Shay O’Reilly/ Spartan Daily
President Robert Caret (right) addresses CFA President Jo Bell Whitlach and Academic Senate President Ken Peters at a faculty meeting in Morris Dailey Auditorium Monday. Caret’s speech focused on enrollment, faculty benefits and campus climate.
"We’re spread too thin," he said. "We
don’t have enough faculty to teach."
Caret said the only program being
considered liar elimination at this time is
the Institute if Technology. which has
seen enrollment plummet from 900 to
300 student, over a five-year peroad.
Caret says that the program needs
Ii pdating
Caret reported on the StaillS of the
joint San Jose and SJSU library project.
Caret said that the partnership with the
city had the potential to produce a
library greater than anything SJSU
could build on its own. He said that the
city of San Jose has chosen a site just
north of campus. ;along San Fernando
Street. as the site of its new City Hall

and civic center. This, along with the continuing revitalization of downtown,
should work to the university’s benefit,
he said.
"We need :a healthy city to have a
healthy university." ha stud.
lie said that several concepts for
bringing the library to fruition are still
being studied and the university will hot
rush headlong into construction without
banking at the potential impact.
"We will not begin such a project
unless we are convinced as a campus
that it is in our best interest," ha. said
Addressing faculty Isties, Caret said
there is a salary gap between (’St campuses and other comparable institutions
nationwide. Vhereas faculty members

from UC schools make an average of
$62,659, their CSU counterparts make
$101,3.45. He assured the faculty that
SJSU would work to close the gap, citing
the rising cost of living in Silicon Valley.
Jo Bell Whillatch, president of the
SJSU chapter of the CalifOrma Faculty
Association, said her union is concerned
about the number of part-time faculty.
She said that of the 1500 faculty on campus, 730 of them were part-time lecturers.
Kenneth Peter, president of the
Academic Senate, said the university
needs to see teaching as it calling, not a
vocation, and develop more of a relationship with the students than the customer approach.

Convicted
moiestor
spared life
HANFORD, Calif (AP)
A man convicted of molesting
and murdering an 11 -yearold Hanford girl, then stuffing her body in a pottery
kiln, was spared the death
penalty Tuesday.
A Kings County Superior
Court jury recommended life
in prison without possible
parole for Kevin Duane Galik
Sr. The same jury previously
found Galik guilty of firstdegree murder in the
February 1996 molestationkilling of Traci Rene Conrad.
The jury deliberated about
one full day before delivering
its decision in the penalty
phase. Its only alternative
under California law would
have been to recommend the
death penalty.
The quick decision was in
contrast to the guilt phase of
the trial when jurors deliberated for nine days.
The case took an extremely unusual legal twist during
the sixth day of deliberations
last Friday. Kings County
Superior Court Judge Louis
Bissig dismissed juror Lloyd
Johnson for telling other
jurors that his ex-wife told
him Galik had molested a
relative and sold her drugs.
A mistral could have been
declared on grounds that
Johnson’s remarks tainted
the jury so badly that a fair
verdict could not be reached.
But defense attorney Charles
Rothbaum said he wanted to
continue, so Bissig appointed
an alternate juror to take
Johnson’s place, and deliberations started all over.
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49ers
aquire
Greene
SANTA CLARA, Calif.
(API -- Pass -rush specialist
Kevin Greene, cut by
Carolina after a bitter contract holdout, is joining the
San Francisco 49ers, the
Panthers chief NFC West
rival.
Greene, whose 14 1/2
sacks led the NFL last season, agreed Tuesday to a
six-year deal worth $13 milonly
lion,
although
$350,000 of it will count
against the 49ers’ salary
cap this season.
He had also been sought
by the Cincinnati Bengals
and Miami Dolphins after
being released Sunday in
the final cutdown by the
Panthers.
Greene
had
missed all of training camp
and the preseason while
holding out for a renegotiation of his contract.
As a member of the
49ers, Greene will play his
former team twice this season, the first time in a
Monday night game Sept.
29, at Carolina.
Carol i on coach Dont
Capers did little more than
acknowledge Greene’s signing and then had a terse
thank you for his play with
Carolina during his only
season there.
"We are appreciative of
Kevin’s efforts with us last
year. It was a good year for
and
the
both
Kevin
Carolina Panthers," he said.
For the 49ers, the addition of Greene gives them a
dominating pass rusher, an
element that had been lacking in their defense.
"I think this now gives
you that .T.Irk, that added
%pillion to take on these
other offenses that have
been very productive and
getting better and better:
49ers president Carmen
Policy said. "I think we had
to do a little something
extra to deal with the coin petition, not, only in our
division but. vvithin the
NFC."
Greene, 35, is expected to
join the team Wednesday To
inake room for him :in the
tter, the team relea,ed
safely Mike Salmon.
I hlem.ave coordinator
John Marshall said Greene
could sf.e smile action in
SUIlday’S 5e:15011 opener at
Tampa Bay.
play him
"We’re going
as much as we can. Ill’s
been w test ling, so he’s got
to be in good shape,"
Marshall said, referring to
Greene’s foray into 111)11 fur
profession:II career. "When I
talkil to Imo, I told him get
him, ’Get. 3,,air ticket and
got in here and get ready to
play as much as you call
take."
Marshall said Grel’Ile’S
acquisition may result in a
shakeup of the defensive
line, with the possibility
that end Roy Barker could
Is. pushed to the bench.
"Well probably have to
restructure a few things,
and obviously a few people,"
said Marshall, who said the
49ers’ plan to use Greene in
the so-called elephant pass
rusher position. "But I
think its warranted and
we’ve obviously got to use
the guy’s talent. Ile brings a
lot to us. We think he’s
going to he a fine fit."
Coach Steve Marineci
said the acquisition Of
Greene gave the team a lift
heading into the regular
after a disrouraging
I -3 pre.ea,on
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On the Road Again
By Mike 7’risphagen
Sports Editor
Country music blares from a portable
radio at 7 a.m, in a field next to Spartan
Stadium, as the men’s cross country
team trains for its first season in nearly
10 years with the fimr-year-old women’s
team.
President Robert Caret
SJSU
approved a recommendation from the
Athletics Department last May to reinstate the men’s cross country program,
while discontinuing the men’s gymnastics and men’s tennis teams for budgetary and gender equity reasons.
SJSU discontinued its men’s cross
country program along with three others
men’s track and field, women’s field
in 1988 to realhockey and wrestling
locate athletic resources and create a
student-athlete support services unit.
During its reign, the SJSU men’s cross
country team won NCAA championships
in 1962 and 1963.
The team’s reinstatement shocked not
only the women’s cross country team,
but its coach as well.
"I found out about it in the newspaper
like everyone else did," Argabright said.
"It surprised me, but it makes a lot of
sense economically because we don’t
travel like other teams and our men’s
team carries only one scholarship athlete."
Junior Lana Hofmann said the addition of a men’s team will help out the
women’s team as the season progresses.
"The 01(.11 will push us more than we
already push ourselves and it will also
be great to have a men’s team to cheer on
at our meets," Hofmann said. "Their
presence. will add another edge to this
team. I think it was a great move for the
school."
A new team meant Argabright would
have to ,pend the summer searching for
athletes s ho were. prepared to start competing at the collegiate level.
"All of the voutig high school runners

"The men will push us
more than we already
push ourselves. It will
also be great to have a
men’s team to cheer on
at our meets."
Hofmann
Line
Women’s cross country

Scott Lechner/ Spartan Daily
Pat Bendzick and Brian Dorgan set the pace during a men’s cross country practice, leading teammate Travis Wiley and volunteer coach Catherine Christensen.
had already been recruited, so I started
looking for established junior college
guys." he said. "We needed guys who
were already used to running eight and
(10-kilometer( distances. If a young kid
gets heat up in a 100-yard dash, it’s no
big deal. But it’s embarrassing for a kid
to finish his run while everyone else is
waiting in the bus."
Argabright finally recalled a conversation he had with a friend of his son’s,
who was a cross country runner at Cal State Long Beach.
"Pat Bendzick is a friend of my son,
Jeff, and he also happened to be one of
the best runners in the Big West last
season: Argabright said. "He told me if
we. ever got a men’s team, he’d be here."
Bendzick made good on his word and
transferred to SISUllir his last season of

eligibility at the collegiate level.
"(Argabrighti has an impeccable reputation as a coach in this sport and competing in a new program seemed exciting
to me," Bendzick said.
Argabright was one of the pioneers in
the field of cross country, as he headed a
women’s club team in the ’60s. He was
hired as a women’s cross country coach
by West Valley College in 1977 and led
the team to four national championships
during his seven-year tenure.
Argabright used his connections at
West Valley to aquire Allan Jackson and
Brian Dorgan, its top two cross country
runners over the past two years. Dorgan
paced West Valley’s team last season.
while Jackson led his squad in 1995.
"I basically came here because of
Augie," Bendzick added. "He is a real

’’
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American !Pearl
Associaiiim

laid-back coach. I think the country
music is more for him than anyone else
that’s just his style.
Argabright said the country music
makes his squad happier early in the
morning, but he discovered it’s hard to
avoid critics.
"Somebody from Spartan Village
called and complained this morning, so I
guess we’ll have to move the speaker to
the middle of the field," said Argabright
following a practice session on Friday.
"(The runners) know where the remote is
if they want to change it, but they rarely
do."
Hofmann, one of the top returning
runners for the women’s team, said it
took time for the music to drown out the
usual ambiance surrounding the team’s
practice field.
"It was hard to get used to at first, but
it’s better than listening to the trucks
honk at us on 10th Street," Hofmann
said.
Argabright confirmed that he’s still
looking for more runners to complete his
men’s team, but he’s counting on his top
three recruits to set the pace for the program.
"The maturity of these three guys will
build this program for the future,"
Argabright said. "These are three great
runners, but somebody has to be third."
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odium’
misfires
MA formulaic plot and lack of sizzle
between the lead actors show
’Hoodlum’s’ aim is off-the-mark
By Genoa Barrow
Executive Editor
anyone in Hollywood
have an original idea?
Does
Not the creators of
"Hoodlum." While the
movie, starring Laurence
Fishburne, Tim Roth and
Vanessa Williams is set in
Harlem in the Depression era
1930s, it could have been
dropped into any place and any
time. The movie follows a formula that’s been seen and done
countless times before. The
male lead who has criminal
influences in his life meets a
woman who doesn’t approve
Will her love be enouh to steer
him in the right direction?
In "Boyz N The Hood," Tre
Styles (Cuba Gooding Jr.) hangs
out with long-time friend and
gangster Dough Boy (Ice Cube.)
Tre meets Brandy they hit it
off but she doesn’t approve of
the things Dough Boy and his
friends are into but she gets
involved with Tre anyway. As
the movie progresses, Tre is
faced with 0 dilemma. Sheuld
he do right or do wrong?
In "Menace 11 Society" the
male lead commits car jackings,
drug deals and indulges in
casual sex. He meets a educa

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,

Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!

Review
tion-minded single mother who
isn’t into that lifestyle and must
decide if he wants to fly right.
In the "Hoodlum" version,
Ellsworth -Bumpy" Johnson
(Fishlairne) gets out of jail and
aligns himself with a big time
nu Iii hers running operation. As
Bumpy begins his rise within
the organization he meets and
pursues t
do -rood, claire!’ girl
Francine (Williams( Francine
thinks Bumpy little more than
a common thug but quickly
gives in to his persist VIM’. As
Bumpy and his en w wage a
gang war in the streets of
Harlem, Francine frowns disapprovingly on his actions. Ile
must choose between his
Ii festyle and his woman.
The fire that burned between
Fishburne and Angela Bassett
in "What’s Love (Tot to Do With
in
It
is
non existent
"Hoodlum."
Williams
and
Fishburne have no chemistry.
The movie fOcuses more mi the
unfolding gang war than the
romance and it shows
Veteranii tri ss Cicely Tyson

appears as Stephanie St. Clair,
or the Queen of Policy as she
was known in certain circles.
Tyson is unconvincing as the
dignified lady who insists that
Bumpy not resort to violence in
his fight against Dusty Schultz
(Tim Roth) but it’s not really
her fault. A non- violent crimeboss
Neal’, right.
Roth plays the upstart
Schultz v im.s trying to take
over Queen’s territory. Schultz,
who spouts racial slurs as often
as he blinks, is ineffectual as a
mob leader. He’s not imposing
enough. Andy Garcia on the
other hand was born to play the
mobster role. Garcia
The
GodFather III) plays mob boss
Lucky Luciano. It’s Luciano’s
job to point out the rules of
Mobster Etiquette to Schultz
when he steps out of line and
into llarlem.
Loretta Devine ("Waiting To
Exhale") and Chi McBride The
John Laroquette Show provide
comic relief. The character Bub
Hewlett, played by Clarence
Williams III ("Mod Squad"( is
underdeveloped. Hewlett is a
black former Harlem big shot
now working for Schultz, but
you don’t get that until its to()
late to care. Rap artist Queen
Imtifah also appears in a role

Weekend Escape
$89.00 u

Regular kale $IN1101

$3,000, Stipend and F.xpenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
.Japanese Donors.

Arena Hotel
SI
one t hi two persow,
rice I IN lileaktust
27 I \" S VCR

rreel s

that was obviously added ;it the
last minute.
’Hoodlum" has the feel of
’(’citton Club- but has alb; I in
lence. The no,vie’s malting to
write home about but is saved
from being a total svash by
quirky Sef’Ilr’S like hired killers
having a (’on) ersation about
St/lit) makes the best linguine
and clams minutes before they
make the hit, snappy one liners
pot’
and the always pOWPI
tomalley of Fir:111mm’. itv,,,,
IfOr17011.-,
don’t (111111t

Bumpy’s entourage
is ambushed en route
to the opera. The war
over Harlem’s lucrative numbers racket
would quickly assume
take -no -prisoners
pitch.

NEEd valuablE computEr skills
for tomorrow’s workplacE?
InternEt Skills

UNIX
data modeling
word processing
-home pag. design
spreadsheets
image design
databases
information presentation

Your
Future
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Want an exciting course for Fall 1997?

2 tot stewn. rya fIt if.. Sall Jose
1408) 293-50(N)
Ii

ThEn chEck this out!!
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strident id."

s125 FRAME
FREE FUTON

l’oC liaise a rill rile for 1025

Francine (Vanessa L. Williams) is shown in a carefree
moment with boyfriend and underworld boss "Bumpy"
Johnson(Lowrence Fishburne ) Their love is the first casualty of Bumpy’s turf war with mobster Dutch Schultz.
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Introduction to Computing
for Personal Information ManagEmEnt
Course DE SC I lotion
computing for personal Intonnatton access. osc and manage -Tie t including
basic computer operations. access to geographically distributed information on the global
Internet, electronic communication, word processing and document design. data modeling
with spreadsheets database design and maintenance for hi mniation ..bier arid ?dne u,11
and information presentation
Introduction to

FANDANGO

$189.95$279.95

Two million hippies can’t be
futon
wrong!
sofa constructed with
American unfinished
Powwow’
bird In **condi. Available In
single chair, loveseat, double
and queen sizes Includes a FREE 6" Future futon

Wake tip and do the Fandango’
This bautlful solid hardwood
futon sofa In golden oak finish
Is
chair, duo
ble and queen sites Includes
oFRFE 6

Our Woodstock

Pin. converts to a

aramanie In single

FUetonSho ,.

Futura futon

Course numbers & times
09537 MW 1030-1145
09539 T1600-1845
19055 R 0900-1145

Naturall Made Hotter

19 Showrooms! Call 1 -800-44-FUTON For The Store Nearest You!
SAN JOSE
SAN JOSE

3390 Stevens Creek Blvd/2blk W. of Valley fair

(408) 296-8989

1080 Blossom Hill R4/Near Toys R Us
Sale ends 9/2/97
www.thelutonshop.com
(408) 978-5696
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Contact thc School of Lit:Irani and Information Scienc

at 924-2490
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Documentary a gem fitting a ’King’
to enter the Vietnam War Most
Hy Deuin Fehely
people forget Ali was as lince
Enwrtainnwnt Iiiitr
reviled as he is revered today.i
In his prime, Muhammad Al:
film captures Ali on the
was an embarrassment ot riches The
the autumn of his years
of
edge
intelligent, outspoken, tiudzi
as a boxer, in the full and final
citrus as well as an amazing
splendor of his summer.
boxer. Leon (;:ist’s documentary,
In pre-fight interviews, Ali
"When We Were Kings." shows
bragged and boasted as he had
Ali to be an extraordinary athalways done before. However,
lete and an American icm.
his critics believed he was a
"When We Were Kings- which
a
%adv.) blowhard who had at best
was released reccntl
slim chance of beating his
brief
bedazloil
on
a
focuses
younger opponent. News clips
zling moment in Alt’,- carver. his
show a doubting Howard Cosell
1974 "Rumble in the ’Jungle"
delivering his
fight against
own requiem
then
heavyfor a heavyweight chamweight.
George
pion
"After this
Foreman The
fight, I suspect
fight was host
Ali will retire.
ed
by
the
And fiir all of
The
film
captures
nation
African
the years, my
of Zaire WhOSI
Al! on the edge of own memories
presidont
of him will he
Mobutu Sc,c the autumn of his
a fighter and
Seko offered
a- the strange,
an unheard of years as a boxer,
and
curious.
$5 million to
find gregarious.
each fighter in the full and final
;ind engaging.
Though mod- splendor of his
man that he ts.est in its scone.
intones
CostII
the film slimy,: summer.
In fact. Ali
the things that
entered
the
Al
made
fight an underunique: his intelligence and his
an overpowering
ability to transform athletics dog. Foreman.
physical presence, possessed
into an ;arena of ideas.
Gast’s film finds Ali mid - the same aura of invincibility
career We catch only glimpses Mike Tyson had before his first
of the young, fornwr tilympian ill-fated bout with Fe all(kr
who won the heavyweight title 1101Y111.1d. All V.ould evvrit ually
10 .vears i.arlier. Instead. the silynn his naysityprs. sowing a
tilm shtms an older Ali, return- corriphack that was as extraordiing to the ring at the end of a nary tis it was unexpected.
to
an
injury
three-year lay-off after refusing Hon ever,

On Video

Photo Courtesy of Mercury Records
Foreman’s eye only days before
the fight caused it to be postponed for six weeks.
Al’ took the setback in stride.
In his extra time, hat entered the
street:, of Zaire where crowds of
people could be heard chanting,
"Ali, Bombaye!" which translates loosely to "Ali, kill him!"
The people of Zaire seemed to
feel a connection - a sense of’
kinship with Ali that Foreman
never seemed to inspire.
Africans embraced Ali, in part,
for the same act that angered
many Americans - his refusal to
enlist in the Vietnam War.

"He may have lost his title,
he may have lost millions of dollars, but that was where he
gained the esteem of’ millions of
Africans." African :artist, Malik
Bowen, reflects.
A concert katuring several
well-known black performers
including James Brown and
B.B. King was scheduled to
coincide with the fight. Footage
from the concert provides it
with a kaleidoscopic backdrop.
Gast uses present-day interviews with authors Norman
Mailer and George Plimpton
and filmmaker, Spike Lee,

among others to help tell his forced Gast to wait decades to
story. In general, Mailer and finish hie beloved project.
Plimpton’s observations are Twenty-three years after the
both even-handed and insight- event itself, after years of legal
ful. However, they make a few entanglements and negotiaeyebrow-raising comments that tions with would-be investors,
detract from the overall dignity the documentary debuted to
wide acclaim at the Sundance
of the film.
"You never knew what he Film Festival.
Gast’s endurance as much as
(Foreman) was talking about. It
might be deep; it might be non- his artistry was honored at this
responsive. He was negritude. year’s Academy Awards where
He was this huge black force," "When We Were Kings" took
Mailer blathers at his most home a hard-earned Oscar for
inane. Plimpton doesn’t fair Best Documentary.
For
some,
better,
much
Ali’s past victomaking a lot of
noise
about Feeble, though far ries are overshadowed by
some nonsense
feeble-mindpresent
his
about a witch- from
fight
with
All ed, Ali is waging
doctor
Parkinson’s
allegedly visitdisease, a coned before the perhaps his greatdition
many
fight.
feel was prePerhaps, it est battle. Sadly,
cipitated
by
will not bother this final fight
the abuse he
most moviegoendured in the
ers to watch holds no hope of
ring.
Feeble,
two white men
no
though
far
poetic comeback,
wax
from
feebleabout
Africa return to former
minded, Ali is
and an African waging
perAmerican ath- glory and greathaps his greatlete. However,
est
battle.
for Ali whose ness.
Sadly,
this
autobiography
is titled "The Greatest: My Own final fight holds no hope of
Story," it is at best ironic and at comeback, no return to former
worst unfortunate that others glory and greatness.
Thankfully, "When We Were
are given the final word on the
meaning of his actions.
Kings" shows Ali in his heyday,
Getting "When We Were at the height of his powers.
Kings" made was an uphill bat- Bold, brash, beautiful, black tle. Revenue from the failed con- All was a sight to behold. And
cert was supposed to finance Gast’s documentary gem is tribpost -production; its failure ute fitting a king.
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Safety:
continued from page

1
advantage of campus programs such as the class to
parking lot escort service.
The East Bay attacks have
made people more aware of
safety procedures in place all
along, said Sarah Black, the
Chabot College security
office’s day dispatcher.
Black advises students to
avoid isolated areas when
possible and when not possible to lock doors. The August
20 attack at Chabot took
place in the middle of the day
in one of the soundproof
music practice rooms.
Students and faculty
should also think ahead,
parking their cars next to
street lamps during the day
so they are illuminated at
night, and arranging to park
in the same areas as other
class members so they can
walk as a group, Black said.
"This is the kind of thing
we can do as females for ourselves," Black said. Women
should also consider carrying
a device which makes a loud,
piercing noise to frighten a
possible attacker away, she
said.
"You want to scare them
enough so they run one way,
and you can run another,"
Black said. Hayward police
have also been patrolling the
campus regularly.
Cal State Hayward has
also been taking action to
educate their campus about
safety.
Unlike
personal
Chabot College and UC
Berkeley which are just
beginning their semesters,
Cal State Hayward is run on
a quarter system and is
approaching the finals period
for the summer, so the university was not already distributing safety information.
The university’s Tai Kwan
Do club taught a self-defense
class Saturday, and the
school is conducting a rape
awareness workshop today,
said Kim Hunter, director of
public affairs at Cal State
Hayward. The university
bookstore is carrying a variety of personal safety devices
such as sirens. The School of
Education purchased 36 of
the sirens and distributed
them to the female members
of their staff, and since the
on -campus attacks began,
the average number of people
requesting an escort has
risen from six a day to 15 a
day, Hunter said.
"These are the times that
require people to adjust their
behavior," Hunter said.
The suspect wanted in
connection with the East Bay
attacks is described as being
a black male, 26 to 30 years
old, 5 feet ten inches to 6 feet
one inch tall, 180 pounds
with a muscular build and a
medium complexion. He has
been seen wearing a dark
knit cap, blue tank top with
white trim on the shoulders
and dark, tight bicycle
shorts.
Anyone with information
should contact the UPD, the
SJPD or Sgt. Larry Krupp or
Sgt. Greg Hughes of the
Oakland Police Department
at (510)238-3426.

Air bags may be left up to drivers
WASHINGTON
(AP)
Can
Americans be trusted to decide whether
they want to be protected by automobile
air bags?
That question has been perplexing
federal regulators, automakers and safety advocates for nearly nine months,
with no date set yet for a decision.
"The proposal all along has been to
allow some form of disconnection," Phil
Frame, a spokesman for the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
said Tuesday. "How you achieve that ...
has been the discussion."
A decision originally was expected in
the spring but has dragged on in the face
of opposition from various interest
groups. Frame said action is planned
soon, but he declined to be more specific.
An estimated 2,000 lives have been
saved by air bags in recent years, according to the agency.
But the devices have also been
blamed for 80 deaths including 44
children in low -speed accidents they

otherwise would have survived, according to federal records.
Youngsters and smaller people, mostly women, appear most vulnerable to
serious or fatal injuries when struck by
the rapidly expanding bags, a situation
that has roused public fears.
In January, NHTSA, which regulates
auto safety, suggested allowing vehicle
owners to have their air bags disconnected. The proposal came amid a continuing
series of reports of air-bag-related fatalities. It was endorsed by President
Clinton.
A month earlier the agency had
appeared to rule out cutoff switches
because officials were convinced they
would divert automakers’ resources from
developing
more
technologically
advanced air bags.
However, General Motors Corp. began
to push for the switches and Ford Motor
Co. soon followed suit. The automakers
are also working on air bags that deploy
with less force.

Plastics N

Is Now Hiring
We have a part-time position
in our Blossom Hill store for
someone who enjoys people
and wants to learn more
about plastics.
Training is provided. Plastic
experience is not required.
TAP employees enjoy competitive pay, advancement
opportunities, profit sharing
plan, and other benefits.
Great experience for graphic,
art, and design majors.
Apply In person at:
TAP Plastics
1008 Blossom Hill Road
San Joee, CA 95123
TAP I...

Opperitsalty Ilimployor

Automakers, insurers and air-bag
suppliers have lobbied the government
intensely to limit air-bag deactivation to
special cases when a vulnerable passenger must sit in front, such as for a medical reason. The industry wanted the
agency to define who was at risk and
grant waivers to disconnect air bags on a
case-by-case basis, as it does now.
Already swamped with nearly 15,000
requests from consumers for waivers to
disconnect air bags, officials said
restricting who could deactivate an air
bag would impose a large administrative
burden and would prevent consumers
from making their own decisions.
especially the
Hundreds of citizens
short and elderly women have written
the agency saying they should have the
choice.
Some air-bag advocates have urged
shutoff switches as the better option,
contending it gives consumers the flexibility of leaving the bag on or off depending on the circumstances of each trip.

The debate has been under way
throughout this year with periodic
reports that federal officials were leaning one way or the other.
The latest came Tuesday, with USA
Today speculating that cutoff switches
would be the decision, rather than permitting mechanical disconnection of the
equipment.
The Transportation Department
declined to comment on the report but
White House spokesman Barry Toiv said
nothing has been decided and "the rulemaking progress is ongoing."
"Any story that suggests that a decision has been made on this issue would
not be accurate," Toiv said.
It is illegal for a dealer or mechanic to
disconnect an air bag and few owners
know how to do it safely. Manufacturers
can provide cutoff switches in pickup
trucks and cars that have no back seat,
but not all do so.

Burning Man festival fires up this week
RENO, Nev. (AP) On the
blank expanse of the northern
Nevada desert, a temporary city
has arisen that will be home to
artists, performers and free
spirits drawn to what may be
the ultimate anarchist party.
Burning Man, a festival that
began 11 years ago on a San
Francisco beach as a woeful
tribute to scorned love, starts
Wednesday and culminates
Labor Day weekend with the
torching of a 40-foot-tall wooden
man in a barren desert basin.
"Events like this are kind of
needed, to go someplace and be
really goofy," said participant
Jarico Reese of Los Angeles. "It
brings creative people together."
Thousands are expected to
attend the esoteric mix of pagan
fire ritual and sci-fi Dada circus
where some paint their bodies,
bang drums, dance naked and
wear costumes that would draw
stares in a Mardi Gras parade.
One woman last year wore oil
funnels
on
her
breasts
Madonna-style, with more funnels extending from her ears.
"We are, in terms of art jargon, outsider art," said founder
Larry Harvey, a Bay Area artist.
A mile-long esplanade will be
lined with large-scale works,
such as Jim Mason’s "Temporal
Decomposition," a huge ice sun-

dial with clocks and watches
frozen inside. The melting
sculpture will be covered with
50 gallons of cherry snow cone
syrup and offered for communal
licking.
Mason, a sculptor, said the
event intrigues and inspires
artists.
"The project has captured the
imagination of a lot of people,"
he said. "Something is happening here."
What that "something" is
and the prospect of more than
15,000 people sprawled across
the remote desert 150 miles
north of Reno worry Washoe
County officials.
The county imposed a list of
conditions, including an $11
million insurance policy and
money up front to pay for law
enforcement and fire protection.
Most of the conditions have
been met.
"It will be a disaster if we let
10,000 to 15,000 people out
there with no restrictions,"
Sheriff Dick Kirkland said.
"Whatever is going to happen
out there is going to happen, so
maybe we should figure the best
way to manage it, to salvage it."
The makeshift Black Rock
City is a conglomeration of
"theme camps."
They include the "Alien

"Events like this
are kind of needed, to go
someplace and be
really goofy."
Jarico Reese
Burning Man participant
Abduction Camp" and "Womb
with a View," where, according
to the program, "you walk
through a 74-foot-long pregnant
female body, complete with orifice
entrance, torso and
breasts." "Blowin’ in the Wind"
will attempt to create the

world’s largest wind chime.
Many of the creative works,
along with the wooden man
himself, are burned during the
festival’s finale after sunset on
Sunday. For that reason, the
county demanded on-site firefighters.
The ritual began in 1986
when Harvey built a man representing his girlfriend’s new love
and
burned
it on
San
Francisco’s Baker Beach. The
event was moved to Nevada’s
Black Rock Desert as the annual bonfire drew increasingly
large numbers of people.
When 10,000 people showed
up last year at a site on public
land in neighboring Pershing
County, northeast of Reno,
county commissioners there
worried that the festival was

getting out of control.
Three people were injured,
one critically, by a drunken driver who slammed into their
tent. A man was killed when his
motorcycle ran head-on into a
van.
By holding the festival on a
private ranch this year, organizers said they will be better able
to control vehicles, which will be
banned in camping areas.
Festival-goers are warned to
bring their own food, shelter,
and most importantly, lots of
water. In late August, the desert
is unforgiving, with daytime
temperatures near 100 under a
scorching sun and overnight
lows in the 40s.

Spartan Sports
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Well...yes it is.
Standardized tests are predictable.
Understanding them is what
Kaplan is all about.
San Jose Fall Class Start Dates
I 0/6. 10/23
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AT THE PAVILION
"Certified Fresh From Your Farmer"

Sizzling Hot August Fun
Coming Your Way
(Thursday. August 28th)
VEGETABLE GRILLING complete

with samples

& recipes to take home on Thursday. Aug. 28th. 11a.m. to

1p.m.

MARKET FEATURES
Finest seasonal produce... Peaches, plums & nectarines
from San Joaquin Valley. Strawberries from Watsonville.
Fresh cut flowers. Baked breads, pastries and much more!

9/11, 10/9, 11/8
9/6,10/5
1/10, 1/26

Classes are filling quickly,

call 1-800-KAP-TEST today!

KAPLAN

Downtown San Jose Certified Farmers’ Market
Open every Thursday thru November 20th.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
First and San Fernando
MARKET HOTLINE I -800 -949 -FARM
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50 Years of Greek Tradition

(;reek
Welcome to our BBQ with Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Thursday, August 28, 11am-1:30pm
@ the 7th St., BBQ Pit.
Join us @ our Greek Fair with the San Jose Clash Soccer Team
Thursday, September 4, as we Celebrate SO years of Greek Life
& Tradition @ 7th St. Plaza
IIC Men’s Rush
Wednesday, August 2/ Friday, September S
Publicity tables in front of Student Union
I huisday, September 4 raternity House lours,
I 3 T(Ipm Start)
Monday, September 8 Thursday September IX
ratemay Re( turtment Events

PHC Women’s Rush
Wednesday, September Bah, Apin 8 30pm,
& Sorority forum (a) the Student Union
’,’,cilliesday, SeptembPr 10 Tuesday, September IA,
ray Push

For more information contact the
Student life Center @ 924-5950

While you are enjoying the BBQ,
Stop by & talk to San Jose Alumni about the

eEnter rise
rent-a -car
Full -Time Management Trainee Program
11111,4;1mi iSit Part Iola, Intim l’iiigrani

Sem, ns i, 1,m,(1)

Fxrellent communication, strong sales, customer servire anti leadership skills are required We are
the rf I Retinae! ill I ()liege Grads in the United States and liasP hired recent San lose State Grads
miry the past year !hey have untrue from swats disciplines
((lass of 96 & 97)
litisfran Battey, Man Belloni, lorry Bur, Amy (alley, Brett I it lir he,
I elver. (rug
hesney,( arl cat fold
If

an not stop by send your resume to f nterprre Pent A f ar Attu 11R Rernating Manager,
126 Airport Parks ry \trite GOO, San lits’’, I A ’611i)

Call: (408) 467-1300. Fax: (408) 467-1331.
Visit our WebSite: http://www.erac.com
If if tuild il/r1/
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FDA goes after juice manufacturers

Shay O’Reilly/ SpartanDaily

Outside Caret’s annual
faculty speech Monday,
Gloria Pinon, right, with her
lawyer Drew Anne Keegan
tried to rally support for her
sexual harassment and
gender discrimination lawsuit against the university.

WASHINGTON (AP) As the fall
apple season starts, the Food and Drug
Administration asked makers of unpasteurized apple juice and cider Tuesday
to warn customers that the drinks
could contain bacteria dangerous to
children, the elderly and people with
weak immune systems.
Only a small share of the
nation’s apple juice is not heat-treated
to kill potentially deadly bacteria such
as E. coli. But the FDA’s call for voluntary warning labels comes after an E.
coli outbreak in unpasteurized apple
juice a year ago killed a child and sickened 66 other people.
The FDA said its request was
just a first step, taken because it didn’t
have time to complete stronger federal
rules governing all unpasteurized
juices before fall harvests.
Later this fall, the FDA said, it
will propose forcing makers of all
untreated juices to take new safety
steps.
Critics questioned whether the
interim call for voluntary warning
season
labels came too late apple
already is starting now in northern
states.
not
a
little
"This
is
Montezuma’s revenge or flu-like bout

with diarrhea," warned Laurie Girand tomers are so scared of E. coli that they
of the advocacy group Safe Tables Our don’t mind the slight change in flavor
Priority. Her daughter was hospitalized that the method causes.
"We’ve had people take unpasfor a week and required two blood
transfusions last year after drinking teurized cider to the register, say ’Is it
unpasteurized apple juice in California. pasteurized?’ and when you say no,
But small cider producers say they take it back and leave the store,"
the FDA’s plans could put them out of McCutcheon said. "After last year, a lot
business. If they’re ultimately forced to of our customers are looking forward to
pasteurize, the equipment alone could having a pasteurized product."
Once thought a threat only in
cost about $40,000.
"I wasn’t even aware of E. coli undercooked meat, virulent E. coli now
being in cider," said Rick Kimes, owner has surfaced repeatedly in apple cider.
of Kimes Cider Mill in Bendersville, The biggest outbreak came last year
among children who drank a trendy
Penn..
He said he has no plans to put gourmet brand of unpasteurized apple
warning labels on his cider, nor to begin juice. Cider is another name for unpaspasteurizing it, a heat treatment that teurized apple juice.
Other unpasteurized juices can
easily kills E. coli. Pasteurization,
Kimes argued, would destroy cider’s be risky, too. Salmonella, for instance,
distinctive tangy taste and turn it into has surfaced in unpasteurized orange
juice. But apple cider is getting special
traditional apple juice.
But one small cider maker who attention because E. coli outbreaks,
quietly began "flash pasteurizing" after although rare, are increasing.
In addition to the voluntary
last year’s outbreak says consumers are
warning labels, the FDA this month
demanding the change.
McCutcheon’s Apple Products will work with the apple industry to
of Frederick, Md., didn’t immediately educate cider processors and conlabel its cider as flash-pasteurized for sumers about the E. coli risk.
Later, the FDA will propose
fear that customers who demand an
"all-natural" cider wouldn’t buy. But requiring makers of all unpasteurized
now, says Robert McCutcheon III, cus- juices to adopt a stringent new safety

program tracking juices from harvest to
grocery store. The program may force
companies to take some bacteria-killing
processing steps. Full pasteurization or
the quicker "flash" method aren’t the
only options; fruit also could be rinsed
in chemicals or steamed.
The FDA "may well end up
requiring some sort of processing for all
juice products, but that remains to be
decided," said Deputy Commissioner
William Schultz.
Meanwhile, industry trade
groups agree that voluntary warning
labels are prudent. They can come as
stickers attached to cider, signs at roadside stands or consumer leaflets distributed with each cup, said Julia Daly
of the U.S. Apple Association. The association is printing such leaflets so that
small cider makers won’t have to
undergo the expense.
"We think it makes sense to
educate at-risk persons about the
potential problem, even though we
believe the risk is pretty low," Daly
said. Her advice: "Do everything you
can to protect the consumer and the
future of the industry in the process.
The potential consequences are just too
high."

Property owners can’t sue
SAN
FRANCISCO
I Al’ -- A property owner
whose city-controlled rents are
ruled too low can’t sue the rent
board for damages and must
seek to recoup losses by raising
future rents, the state Supreme
Court ruled Tuesday
If
landlord
Earl
Kavanau had been allowed to
sue the Santa Monica Rent
Control Board on his claim of
$113,000 in lost rents plus
interest, damages would have
been paid by all the city’s tenants, who fund the rent board.
But the court ruled 5-2
that Kavanau must instead go
back to the rent board and seek
rent increases that will cover
his past losses. The board must
take those losses into account,
but does not necessarily have
to restore them 100 percent, in
deciding what rent levels
would provide Kavanau a reasonable return on his investment, the court said.
"This remedy ... places
the cost of compensating
Kavanau roughly on those tenants who benefited from unconstitutionally low rents," said
the opinion by Justice Ming
Chin, referring to a previous
ruling that the board’s rent levels had violated Kavanau’s
property rights.
He said Kavanau may
recover some of his losses
under a new state law that
allows property owners to

:Ems
Zara

increase rents to market levels
when an apartment is vacated.
The law affects the handful of
cities, including Santa Monica,
whose rent control laws
applied to new tenants of previously vacated units.
The ruling was praised
by a lawyer for the rent board
and deplored by Kavanau and
a property-rights group.
Attorney David Pettit,
representing the rent board,
said cities were concerned that
a broad ruling in Kavanau’s
favor could have exposed them
to damages for lost profits
whenever they denied a license
or zoning change.
"If the range of remedies against public entities is
expanded so that every time
government makes a mistake
it’s a taking (of property), in the
long run taxpayers are going to
be paying for that," Pettit said.
"The point of forcing
them to pay when they do
something like this is to keep
them from doing it again," said
R.S. Radford of the Pacific
Legal Foundation, a lawyer for
another Santa Monica landlord
who filed arguments in the
case He said the rent board

SAVE

would have no compulsion to
award Kavanau any increase,
despite its past violation.
Kavanau, 65, a lawyer
who argued his own case, said
he was inclined to appeal to the
U.S. Supreme Court.
He said the message of
the ruling to rent boards and
other regulatory agencies who
cheat property owners is that
"there is no penalty for getting
caught." If he raised rents to
the level needed to make up for
his losses, he said, they would
be "above market" and "all the
tenants would move out."
But if that were the
case, the court said, market
forces might have prevented
Kavariau from increasing rents
to the level he originally
sought.
Kavanau, who bought a
10-unit building in 1988, made
substantial improvements over
the next year and applied for a
rent increase. The board said
he was entitled to $35,000 in
increases but would have to
spread the amount over eight
years because of a rule, since
repealed, that limited individual rent increases to 12 percent
a year.
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De.pression is a bunch of symptoms
exhibited by weak people.
Depression is an unbearable suppn,ssion
I of "brain activity that can strike anyone.
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Social Science Department
OPEN CLASSES - Fall 1997
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
CP
CP
CP
CP

20 (1)
20 (2)
20 (3)
25(1)
33A (3)
33A (5)
33B (1)
338 (3)
338 (4)
144 (11
190
192
193 (1)
193 (3)
195

190
191 (1)
19311)
193 (3)

SocS
SocS
SocS
SocS
SocS
SocS
SocS
SocS
SocS
SocS
SocS
SocS
SocS

100W 111
100W (2)
100W (5)
100W (7)
177 (1)
178 (1)
190
193 (1)
193 (3)
194 (1)
195 12)
295A
378

WomS
WomS
WomS
WomS
WomS
WomS
WomS
WomS
WomS
WomS
WomS
WomS
WomS
WomS
WomS

10(1)
10)2)
10 (3)
20 LI I
20 12)
20 (3)
101 (11
101 (3)
144 (1)
150 ill
155 111
190
193 (1)
193 131
201A

TR
0900-1015
TR
1330-1445
MWF 0830-0920
MWF 1030-1120
MWF 1030-1120
TR
1030-1145
TR
0900-1015
TR
1500-1615
W
1900-2145
TR
1200-1315
Internship
TR
1330-1445
TR
1030-1145
MWF 1130-1220
TR
1030-1145
Internship
TR
1030-1145
TR
1030-1145
MWF 1130-1220

DMH 162
DMH 234
DMH 162
DMH 164
WS0 207
DMH 162
WSO 207
WS0 207
WS0 207
BC 218
DMH 162
DMH 234
DMH 234
BC 207

Alaniz
Hall
Friday
Jimenez
Gutierrez
Yamato
Do
Ng
Doi
Ho
Yamato
Yamato
Helmbold
Byerly
Tsuruta

BC210
DMH 234
DMH 234

Polatnick
Hill
Helmbold
Overly

TR
0730-0845
1R
1330-1445
MWF 1130-1220
M
1800-2045
MWF 1230-1320
W
1700-1945
Internship
TR
1030-1145
MWF 1130-1220
TR
1200-1315
TR
1330-1445
W
1800-2045
R
1700-1945

DMH 162
BC 210
DMH 162
DMH 234
DMH 234
DIM 234

TR
0730-0845
TR
1500-1615
MWF 0830-0920
TR
0900-1015
TR
1330 1445
MWF 0830-0920
TR
0900-1015
W
1800-2045
TR
1200-1315
MWF 0830-0920
A
1800-2045
Internship
TR
1030-1145
MWF 1130-1220
M
1800-2045

DMI1 234
DMH 234
DM/1 234
DMH 1(32
DMH 234
DMH 162
DMH 234
HGH 116
BC 218
DMH 164
DMH 149B

DMH 234
DM H 234
DMH 162
IS 113
DWI 164
DMH 162

DMH 234
DMli 234
DMH 162

Lane
Polatnick
Kumamoto
Byerly
Gutierrez
Hanna
Polatnick
Helmbold
Overly
Do
Hill
Do
Hill
Boyd
Hall
Overly
Alang
Hall
Friday
Jarrah
Polatnick
Ho
Boyd
Polatnick
Polatnick
Helmbold
Byerly
Helmbold

411

p--
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Attention class!
It’s your first day on campus, and the first thing you need to do is
get your phone hooked up. Unfortunately, thousands of other students will he calling us with the same priority. Now there’s a better
way: Just go to www.pacbell.com/college and order your phone
service on line. A few clicks with a mouse, a little typing,
and you’ll he connected in no time.

To make it even easier, we’ve organized four suggested combinations of service. These flexible combinations will help you save
time and organize your lifeall priced especially for students.
So the choice is yours. Go on line and order your phone service the
easy way at www.pacbell.com/college.

O.K., class dismissed.

PACIFICEIBELL
’IliTIATUT.pacbell.comicollege
One lucky student who orders
their phone service on line will win a year of free
Pacific Bell Internet Service!
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Mixed Media by Jack Ohman
’50s Tv Smoot
UPDATED

FOP

T141 190S
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Reality Check by Dave Whamond

Cleir.wsilliw so+

9 Chickweed Lane by Brooke McEldowney

SORE IS A FRIENDLY LITTLE
GOY LOOK. HE’S LICKING
MY LEG...

9

HIS t,
NAME’S’"
AMBROSE.,

"Work, work, work! The fat guy’s a jerk!"

CLASSIFIED
BILUNG & COLLECTION CLERK.
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or Pan-time position available at the
servic:es advertised below nor is Spartan Daily using computerized
there say guerillas implied. The billing system. 10 hours a week.
dawned columns of the *erten Call Sue @ 924-3283 or stop by
Daily consist of paid advertising Cehl 203 cr 209 for an application.
and ollerings me not approved or
EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER
verified by the newspaper.
needed for 3 & 5 year old girls in
Los Gatos. Mon & Fri. 8am -12:30
pm. SI3/hr. Call 4083569485.
EMPLOYMENT
ATTN: Communication Studentell
San Jose Live! is seeking music
and sports programmers. The
candidate should have a strong
technical aptitude. music knowledge
and general sports knowledge.
This position offers an excellent
training program that will be
beneficial to your communications
career. Apply in person at 150 So,
First St. San Jose or fax your resume
to Mike Edwards. 408-998-0477.

VALET PARKING - P/1 nignts &
weekends for special events in
Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
Polite, well groomed & professional
attitude only. 19 years+. 86-88
per hour + tips. Call Mike at
1-8008253871.

COUNSELOR SHELTER PROORMI
Paid intern, work w/ children at 3
Santa Clara County Shelters. Call
Anna Marie for information @
408-287-4170 ext. 251. Mon.SKILLS COACH. Will provide one Thur. 2:30 6pm. Ilan hour.
on-one training to individuals with
SAN JOSE LIVE!
developmental disabilities in the
NOW HIRING
San Jose area. Must be a high
school grad with 1+ yrs. related Flexible schedules for students.
We need weekend day help for
experience. $13.50-$10.00/hr.
DOE. FT & PT avail. Call Anaite football season: Dow Hcat (mare%
Cashiers. Cocktail & Food
Letona at 408-735-7890 or mail
Servers, Barbacks, Bartenders,
resume to: COP, 505 West Olive
Ave. 0320, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Ccols. Center Helo Admin. Assist
Apply in person M-F. 10.6.
150 South First St. San Jose.
GREAT OPPORTUNITYI Young
Info Line: 408-291-2234.
telecommunoatons co. building a
network for low cost long distance
phone rates; generous comp. SPARTAN DAILY CLERK, 8-10
plan, PT, seeking self-starters. hrs/wk. Create labels, prepare
newspapers & deliver to the main
408997-7830.
Lundy Ave. Post Office. 3-4 times
WANTED: CARING, people vented a week. Call Sue @924-3283 or
person with the ability to encourage stop by DBH 203 or 209 for an
and support person with develop application.
mental disabilities. Must be fun,
creative and enthusiastic. pit & NEED A JOB OR FINANCIAL AID?
F/T, benefits, flexible schedule. Willing to work part-time, fullOpportunity to give back to your time or flexible hours according
community while being paid. to your schedule, plus make ’,feat
Fax resume 248-1221 or call money? For work experience,
2484464.
great money, plus some fun,
don’t wait, call now: Kristi
TEACHERS hip quality, licensed 995-5905.
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Days, Eve, Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 2607929.

INSIDE SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
Founded in 1925. George S.
May International is a leading
management consulting firm, Our
business is booming, and we need
motivated team-players to help
schedule appointments with small
to medium sized companies
throughout the Western US.
We’ll provide you with
fully paid training, competitive
compensation ($7.00 per hour +
commissions, with an earnings
potential of $30K+1), a complete
benefits package, flexible work
schedule, & a fun team oriented
work environment. This is a
perfect opportunity for anyone
considering a change from the
retail or restaurant grind (No
nights & weekends!). Anyone who
likes people is encouraged to
aPOIYI
To arrange an interview.
please call Steven Sanchez at
(800) 955-0200 ext. 221, or
send/fax resume to: GSM, 991
W. liedchng St. San Jose, CA 961.
Fax: 14081244-6415. EOE/AA.
GEORGE S. MAY
INTERNATIONAL CO.
NOVI HIRING 713411111 INSTRUCTOR
for Campbell Recreation. SIB/hr.
T/Th p.m. & Sat am. 866274)

TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
INSURANCE
Elem. school -age recreation
program, P/T from 2-6pm, M F
AUTO INSURANCE
P/T
during the school year. Some
Campus Insurance Service
morning positions available from
Special Student Programs
approx. 7arn-llam. F/T during
Serving SJSU for 20 years
summer camp. Xlnt salary, no
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
ECE req. Los Gatos-Saratoga
Recreation. Call Janet at 3548700 "Good Rates for Non-Good OrNers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
x223. (Not available school year?
Call for summer employment: "Good Student" ’Family Multi-car
CALL TODAY 2965270
lifeguards & camp leaders).
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
NO OBUGATION
Earn to $25.00/hr salary +tips.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Students needed in the &mediate
area FIJI-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1.415-968-9933.
INSTRUCTION
International Bartenders School.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
near Ightrail -4 blocks horn SJSU.
Hourly $S plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-40 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900. M -F, 8-4:30.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jrse.
DOES ANYONE PLAY THE PIANO?
Seeking a piano player to play
during our Sunday Morning
Service and rehearsals. If you’re
interested call 4082380726.
WANTED- BAR ASSISTANT for
neetatood be, WI bed to dotards’
position. $525/1r. 998.2714.

Certain sivertIssiments In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Ciewiled readers should be
reminded IfW. when middle
thew further contacts,. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
ilms
carefully Imeatigate
offierbog endloyment teth
mcoupons for discount
mentions or merchandise.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK at
ismodeied 4th & Sala Clara Cream
All shifts available. Full or pan time
open. Please call 2953964 or apply
h person. Ask for Ofelo.
BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work
6-9 hours weekly in Los Gatos
based behavioral intervention
program. Background in Special
Ed. Psychology, Speech, or O.T.
desired. Experience preferred.
510:00 to 515:00 per hour. Call
Kevin 1-415-827-9310 or Shari
408.2942712.
ACTIVIST. Protect Ow Water!
Organizing & fundraising. PIT
Evenings. Fun diverse workplace.
Training. SILICON VALLEY TOXICS
COAUTION. Call 1 -Spur. 2138-7882
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring Fr & PT teachers and
aides for their school age day
care programs in the San Jose
area. AM and PM hours mailable.
Get great experience working
with children! Units in Psych. Soc.
ECE, Rec or ED required. Call
408-379-3200 ext 21.
CITIUNK PAGING & CELLULAR
seeks full/part time sales
person, data entry. customer
service & electronic technicians
Call 4084537243 or
Fax resume 408 441 9988

FOR

Polonsky Piano School
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn.
National Suzuki Assn.
Individual Piano Lessons
Starting $20/1w.
in Santa Clara
40E+241-6662
Call
Taw FIRST FREElesson-intervee.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted haw removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your min probe or disposable.
335 S. Baystrood Ave. San Jose,
247-7486

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PUN I
Only $57.00 per year
Save 30%- 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
MOOT MAT Yemen Laidig Far
LIGHTHOUSE 03MMUNRY CHURCH
Sinday Marling Worship. Preppy and
Counseling. Call 4082380726.

SERVICES
EXPERIENCED
BIUNGUAL NANNY
pgr. 308-2525.
Julia: 2935088 cr.

WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is available?
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast,
friendly, caring. confidential
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
CENTER
TUTORIAL
visit our user-friendly Website
Math: Algebra Geometry
at http://www.aci plus corn
Statistics Trig Calculus
Regular email: ackineteem.com
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Computer: Wrrlows.Visual Basic C Or write: Daniel. POB 4489. FC CA
94404 (ask for free color brochireL
English: ESL TOEFL
Spanish: Hadar Leer Escner
ADVOMSE NBC CLASSIREDM
Call: Mike 408-2987576
Spartan Daily Advertising.
Email: mvera182884raol.com
THE PRICE IS RIGHT,
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock.
Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

BMW

NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES (’All.

408-924-.1277

Print ycur ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation 8, spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
ES
$S
$T
4 lines
$10
$9G
$S
5 lines
$T
$11
$O
6 lines
$10
$12
$I
$1 for each additional line.

FA X: 924-3282

PHONE: 924-3277

Nrna
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by SI per day.
First line (25 spaces) ast in bold for no extra ithrge.
Up to 5 adittional words available in bold for $3 inch.

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 linos: $70
10-14 lines: $IK
15-191ines: $110

Five Ada’s*
Days
$13 Gey Soto
$14
Mem
$15
$16
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Please check
one classification:
Iv mei.

III Classified desk is located in Dwight Banter Hall, Room 209
III Deadens 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
MAI ado are prepaid II No refunds on cancelled ads
Ross for consecutive puoiscabons dales only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Rental Housing
Greek Messages
Shared Housncr
Events’
_ Real Estaie
ArincurcernenN _Services’
_ Lost ard Found _HeilloBeauly
_Volunteers’
_SportsThrlis’
For Sake
Insurance
__AAAos For Sale’
Enliteinmenr
_Caro:Weis Elc
Travel
_ Nereid*
Tutoring’
Employment
Word Proposing
__Scholinhps

for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ms must be
in 0BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates available

placed in

person

FOR RENT

SHARED HOUSING

HELP A FOAMY & UVE RENT FREE 2 BDRM APARTMENT- S900/MO.
in beautiful Sunnyvale home as tne Security type building
Secure Parking
roommate of a development:), y
Close In
disabled young adult male
Overnight presence free nights per Modem Building
Laundry Room
week some paid direct care
hours. Lilting required. Call 16501 Village Apts 576 S. 5th St.
(408i 295.6893.
8562912.
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Daily
CROSSWORD
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1
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44
47
48
49
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60
61
62
63

Roll with a hole
Loathes
Head movement
Ice hut
Raise in status
Self
Salty
Slow
Director
Peckinpah
Adam’s son
Kate Moss e q
Casaba. for One
Dead end
Lavishly
More
melancholy
Bright and
Physique
Wander idly
Sts
Of the nose
Old Norse
inscription
Ruddy
Took a chance
Connected
rooms
Floes
Supposed
Obliquely
String
Posts
Jug
Delivery truck
Square-dance
call
Actress Dunne
Fleur -de- Fish finder
Container
weights
NVVT native
Hike
Cooks slowly
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2 Tai Mahai site
3 Appeared
faintly
4 Eternity
5 Devotedly
6 Editor
Gurley
Brown
7 Skating leap
8 Mai - cocktail
9 Chicago Loop
trains
10 Mystified
11 Larks
12 Wanton looks
13 Sherlock
Holmes creator
19 Bellow
22 Young man
25 Long fishes
26 Greek epic
27 - over ponder
28 Scary feeling
29 Great review
30 Commuter
vehicles
32 Riverboat
33 Oueen of

Camelot
34 Poker stake
35 Act
3 7 Undercover
Cup
38 Bankrupt
40 Thickest
41 Ghosts
42 Liniment
43 Be in debt
44 Plenty
45 Rani s
garments
46 Newsstand
47 Insignificant
one
49 Dutch
cheese
51 Once more
52 Loch monster
54 And not
55 Hospital
workers
orq
57 Dock
dweller
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Sparta Guide
Alpha Phi Omega
The Alpha Phi Omega fraternity is holding its chapter meeting
7 p.m Thursilay in the Student T ion Guadalupe Room. For more
information, call 924 6626.

Gotta Sing
If’ you love to sing and are looking for a class for elective credits, join the SJS1.1 Concert elmir. For more infbrmat ion, contact the
Choral Activities Office at 924-4332.

SJSU Mariachi Workshop
Learn to play and sing traditional and contemporary mariachi
music from 7 to 9:30 p.m. Thursday, for one unit of credit. Register
in the Music building lobby or, for more information, call 924-4675.

Free Barbecue
The Interfraternity and Panhellenic councils are holding a free
barbecue 11 a.m.to 1 p.m. Thursday in the Central Plaza. For more
information contact the Strident Life Center 924-5950.

Volunteer Search
Volunteers are needed for the city boards and commissions of
San Jose. Applicants must live in the city of San Jose. Openings
available for the Housing Advisory Commission; Human Rights
iii iii
Mobile Home Advisory’ Commission; (7hild Care
Commission; Minority, Women and Disadvantaged Business
Development Commission; Disability Advisory Commission;
Library Commission; Parks and Recreation Commission; San Jose
Appeals Hearing Board; Senior Citizens Commission and the
Traffic Appeals Commission. Call the City Clerk at 277-4424.
Applications will be accepted until August 29.

New Library Hours
The fall 1997 Clark Library hours will be 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, 8 a in -5 p.m. Friday, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday and I -10 p.m.Sunday. New hours fiir Wahlquist library
will be 8 a.m.-10 p.m. Monday thrmigh Thursday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday, 1-5 p.m. Saturday and 1-7 p.m.Stinday. Reserve Book
Room hours are 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday through Thursday, S a.m.5 p.m. Friday, 1-5 p.m. Saturday and 1-11 p.m. Sunday.

African-American Drama Class
If you want to learn about Black theater, culture and entertainment, the African American Studies Department is offering a
Black Drama class, AFAM 36, 1:30-2:45 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursday in WLN 122. For more information, contact Ethel
Walker at 924-4586.

Japan gripped by summer crime wave
woman is arrested
TOKYO (AP) A
after her husband’s dismembered corpse is
found rotting in their bathtub. A teen-age
couple is caught trying to rob a bank. A
man confesses to randomly assaulting
dozens of young women with stones, beer
bottles, metal pipes.
And that was just last week.
Japan has an international reputation
for safe streets, but this summer has been
gruesome and authorities fear the rise in
violence is more than just a seasonal fluke.
Throughout the summer, headlines have
chilled Japanese because of the frequency
of the crimes and the cold-bloodedness displayed by some criminals.
In the robbery department. Japan has
seen two of its biggest armored car heists
during the past month. In one, robbers got
away with $900,000. No arrests have been
made.
As for murders, Japan was shocked in
June at the arrest of a 14 -year-old Kobe boy
suspected of killing two younger children;
in July by the capture of two men in their
20s for the grisly murders of two young
girls; and, this month, by the Bathtub
Killing, so named because that is where

frequently
as MAIMS and perpetrattirs
has been noted by commentators as a particularly unnerving aspect of the current
rise in crime.
In the most disturbing case so far, the
Kobe murders, police arrested the 14 -yearold for allegedly murdering an 11 -year-old
neighbor and displaying the decapitated
outside a school gate.
"I don’t think it will be so head
The boy also is suspected of’ bludgeoning
a 10-year-old girl to death and stabbing
long until the Japanese
another girl in March. He is in custody and
islands are awash in
a family’ court has jurisdiction over his case.
The brutality of the murders resulted in
crime."
widespread calls for tougher punishments
of criminals in their early teens.
So far, the Justice Ministry has said high
icantly, police say.
Japanese long have taken a special pride emotions over a single incident aren’t a
in crime rates that are among the lowest of good reason to make major changes in the
the industrialized nations. That sense of criminal system. Still, officials acknowledge
that young offenders. especially violent
security is beginning to erode, however.
"Every day we see hateful murders, ones, are becoming an increasingly difficult
crimes against small children and women," problem.
Summer crime statistics are not yet comread one typically outraged letter recently
to the editor of a major newspaper. "I don’t piled, but police earlier this month reported
think it will be so long until the Japanese that violent crimes committed by juveniles
through the first half of the year had
islands are awash in crime."
jumped by nearly 60 percent.
The recurring involvement of children
most of the victim’s body was found.
Assaults also have been well represented. Police arrested a 20-year-old man this
month for randomly assaulting dozens of
young women in Tokyo. Attacks that may be
copy -cat crimes continue. Assaults on
homeless people in Tokyo have risen signif-

1

Bicyclist, cyclist die in separate SF accidents
SAN FRANCISCO (AP,
Police are investigating two
separate accidents that left a
bicyclist and a motorcyclist
dead.
Pauline Caluya, 25, was
killed as she pedaled down
Market Street at about 9:20
a.m. Monday After attempting
to pass the van, she hit a metal
ventilation grate for one of the
underground transit systems
and her bike slid under the van,
police said.
"It’s a very tragic accident
she lost control of her hike in a
very dangerous situation," San
Francisco
police
Officer
Sherman Ackerson said. "Here’s
situation where a bicycle is so
obviously at a disadvantage. It’s
very sad."

Witnesses told police later
that Caluya had apparently
been on her back and tangled
up in the bike and could not
easily get out.
The van driver, not realizing
she was underneath. began to
move forward and the truck’s
tires rolled over her. The driver,
Walter Serrano of Crown
Worldwide Moving & Storage in
San Leandro, told police that he
had not realized anything was
wrong until "he felt a bump,"
Ackerson said.
Caluya was pronounced dead
a short time later at San
Francisco General Hospital of
severe head and chest injuries,
said hospital spokesnmn Gloria
Rodriguez.
Serrano, who voluntarily

agreed to a blood alcohol tei-t
was not cited by police.
Joe Carroll, a spokesman for
the San Francisco Bicycle
Coalition, said the accident
highlights issues his group and
the Critical Mass hike rides
have been highlighting
including the need for more
bike lanes. The coalition has
been promoting the idea of banning Market Street to autos
except buses, taxis and cars
that cross at intersections.
"This is just a case in study
that cyclists take their lives
into their own hands every day
they go out onto the city
streets,- Carroll said today.
About 30 pedestrians and
bicyclists are killed each year in
car accidents in the city, accord-

ing to coalition statistics
In a separate accident
Monday, a motorcyclist w NS also
killed Monday in the city’,
South ot Market area.
Bruno Pedrini, 26. if San
Francisco. was killed when ht...
motorcy cic collided with a Muni
bus that was turning right on
at about
1:it h front
Robert
li-iS a iii .
Mattnx
"Div Inky went clown, and Iii
head went into the right frnnt
Wheel Well.- Nlattox said "Ili,
helmet was hroken fill It ripped
right
in the collo-ion
Pedrini was prormunced dead t
the scene by parannqhc-
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Time is of the essence. You can only add classes
until September 5th. So if you want to get ahead on
FOR ONLY

$13
PER UNIT

your schedule, or affordably fill out your general
education requirements, get your class in gear and
enroll today.
Visit our website at www.sjeccd.cc.ca.us now to get
more information
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insurance from GEICO. Because it’s never
too early to begin making sound financial decisions.
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Call 1-800-882-1221 now.
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Use this chart to see what GEICO
could saue gou on your car insurance.
YOUR CURRENT
PREMIUM

YOUR CURRENT
COVERAGE

GEICO PREMIUM

YOU SAVE
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